Black Precedent i2 Stretch PTV shown with optional Comfort-Grip™ steering wheel, hinged windshield and alloy wheels.
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Electric

Seats 4

4-year
Warranty

TAKE THE LONG VIEW
Looking for new ways to have fun with your family and friends?
Extend your options with the Precedent® Stretch PTV. It
combines unsurpassed power and durability with four
forward-facing seats and 35 additional inches of legroom, the
most front and rear legroom in its class. That fosters comfort,
sociability and conversation. You won’t have to twist and turn
to chat with friends or customers on rear-facing seats.

You work long and hard, and the hours you spend with your family
and friends are precious. So when it’s time to purchase a small
four-wheel vehicle, don’t select a car that forces you to leave a friend
or family member behind or on a rear-facing seat. Take the long view
with a Precedent® Stretch personal transportation vehicle (PTV).

The electric vehicle comes with a maximum speed of 15 mph,
or with Club Car’s 19-mph Private Use Speed Option, making
it ideal for gated, country-club and retirement communities.
Either way, it’s whisper quiet and emissions free.
Use it for visiting neighbors, dropping family and friends off at
the pool or tennis courts, at your vacation home, in your small
business or playing golf. Don’t be short-sighted. Enjoy more
smiles per mile with the Precedent Stretch PTV.
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INTRODUCING A NEW GENERATION
OF PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY
Family Friendly Comfort and Safety
With the Precedent Stretch PTV, your family will enjoy:
• A spacious bagwell (shown right) for groceries, gear
or two sets of golf clubs
• A five-panel mirror, improved rear braking and an
integrated rear-passenger grab bar for safety
• Our heavy-duty SportDrive™ Steering and Suspension
System, for a smoother ride and superior handling
• An extended Monsoon Top™ Canopy (shown below)
with built-in drain spouts that channel water straight to
the ground, keeping you and your gear dry

Enjoy Best-in-class Power and Performance
The Precedent Stretch PTV accelerates quickly and tackles hills with
confidence, thanks to its heavy-duty Excel™ electric system. The car is
equipped with 10% more battery capacity, providing more range than
competitive vehicles. The system features:
• A rugged 3.7 hp motor
• A 350-amp motor controller
• A heavy-duty solenoid
• Four-gauge battery wires
• Regenerative brakes that capture and store energy used during
braking, extending the miles you can travel on a single charge
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Forget About Charging Errors!
The chargers in many small four-wheel electric vehicles are subject to
common user errors that can leave you stranded.
The Precedent® Stretch PTV’s new solid-state, high-frequency charging
system makes those errors almost obsolete. Known as ERIC™ (Efficient.
Reliable. Intelligent. Connected.), it issues audio and visual alerts that tell
you when:
• Charging begins
• The car is receiving AC power and when it is charged
• The battery falls to 20% then 10% charge
• Problems occur
ERIC (shown below) can be charged through a regular 110-volt outlet,
works globally and keeps charging even during voltage fluctuations. It
comes standard with a single-point watering system for easy
maintenance. And, unlike competitive chargers, it monitors the battery
pack after charging and delivers power as needed, so your car will be
ready to roll when you are.

It’s Not Just Longer…It’s Stronger.
Unlike many small four-wheel “stretched” golf cars, the Precedent®
Stretch PTV is engineered to accommodate the extra length and
weight and deliver years of trouble-free service.
The vehicle’s AlumiCore™ Frame (shown above) stops rust in its
tracks. It’s lighter than the steel frames our competitors use, and
an exclusive 2-x-3-inch tubular aluminum
frame makes it more impact resistant.
The Precedent Stretch PTV also
carries one of the longest, most
inclusive warranties in its class.
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ACCESSORIES &
SPECIFICATIONS

Stretch Your Lifestyle.
With four forward-facing seats and plenty of legroom, the Precedent® Stretch PTV
lets everyone ride in the same vehicle, enjoy the same banter, share the same
jokes. Whether you use it for family transportation, golf or business, you can
personalize it with these accessories:
1.

Hinged Windshield

8.

Battery Charge Indicator

2.

Caddymaster Cooler

9.

Burlwood or Carbon Fiber Dash

3.

Sand bucket (NS)

10. Grocery & Gear Bag

4.

Single or Dual Sand Bottle(s)

5.

Ball Cleaner

11. Color-matching Phantom Body, Alloy
Wheels, Dual Headlights & Seat Kits

6.

Deluxe Lighting Package
including headlight, taillights,
brake lights and turn signals

12. Alloy Wheels (p1, p2)

LED Strobe Light Kit

14. 19-mph Private Use Speed Option (NS)

7.

6

(Available through Custom Solutions)

13. Comfort-Grip™ Steering Wheel (p1, p2)
NS = Not Shown

Stylish Colors
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Choose from your choice of 8 beautiful colors.
STANDARD COLORS

PREMIUM COLORS

Beige

Cayenne

White

Atlantic Blue

Dark Green

Red

Classic Blue

Black

©2014 Club Car LLC. Club Car believes the information and speciﬁcations in this piece of literature were correct at the time of printing. Speciﬁcations, standard features, options, fabrics and colors
are subject to change without notice. Some features may be unavailable when your vehicle is built. Some vehicles are pictured with options that may be available at extra cost or may not be available
on some models. Ask your dealer about the availability of options and verify that the vehicle you ordered includes the equipment you ordered. There are no warranties, expressed or implied, contained
herein. See the Limited Warranty in the owner’s manual or write to: Club Car, PO Box 204658, Augusta, GA 30917. The company reserves the right to make design changes without obligation to
make these changes on previously sold units or systems.
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POWER & PERFORMANCE
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Source

48-volt DC with 350 Amp, Solid State Controller

Power

3.7 hp (2.7kW) rated, Peak 20 hp (14.9 kW)

Steering

SportDrive™

Suspension

Heavy-duty rear suspension

Batteries

Six 8-volt

STYLE & AMENITIES
Frame

AlumiCore™

Canopy

Monsoon Top™ XL

Body

Dupont Surlyn® Reflections

Finish

Molded-in color

SAFETY & SECURITY
Brakes
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Self-adjusting, rear mechanical drum

Park Brake

Foot actuated, 3-position

Speed

8 – 14.8 mph (12.9 – 23.8 kph) standard;
19 mph Private Use Speed Option

DIMENSIONS
LxWxH

144 x 47.25 x 69 in (366 x 120 x 174 cm)

Wheelbase

101 in (257 cm)

Total Vehicle Weight

1176 lb (533.4 kg)

Ground Clearance

5 in (11 cm)

Fuel Tank
Tires

18 x 8.50 - 8 Tubeless

Front/Rear Tread

35/39 in (88/98 cm)

WARRANTY
Limited Lifetime

Frame

Limited 4-year

Canopy, electronics, pedal group, seats, suspension

Limited 3-year

Body panels, powertrain, MCOR

Limited 2-year

Solenoid, Club Car supplied options & accessories

To find an Authorized Club Car Dealer near you, visit www.clubcardealer.com
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As more communities allow golf cars and other small four-wheel vehicles on public roads, our products
are reducing carbon emissions and our nation’s dependence on foreign oil. We have also:
• Reduced waste by 28% per vehicle by receiving supplies in returnable containers.
• Increased our overall waste recycling by 39%.
• Cut natural gas consumption by 40% by using warm air from our welding centers as heat.
• Saved energy by using programmable controls in our plant.
• Formed “Green Teams” to brainstorm environmental innovations.

Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR) advances the quality of life by creating comfortable, sustainable and efficient environments. Our people and our family of brands — including Club Car,® Ingersoll Rand,®
Thermo King® and Trane® — work together to enhance the quality and comfort of air in homes and buildings; transport and protect food and perishables; and increase industrial productivity and
efficiency. We are a global business committed to a world of sustainable progress and enduring results.
ingersollrand.com
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Front Cover: Black Precedent i2 Stretch PTV shown with optional Comfort-Grip™ steering wheel, hinged windshield and alloy wheels.
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